ON THE VOLUME ELEMENTS ON A MANIFOLDO
BY

JÜRGEN MOSER
1. We consider a closed connected n-dimensional manifold M. By a volume
element we mean a differential form of degree n of odd kind, everywhere positivef2).
In local coordinates Xy,---,xn such a volume element x takes the form

T = gix) dx where dx = dxy A dx2 A ••• A dxn

and gix) > 0.
Clearly any two such volume elements x, are related by
(1)

«7=/T

where / is a positive scalar function on M. Throughout we assume M to be a
C00manifold and accordingly assume g,f to be C "functions.
The problem to be studied is that of the equivalence of such volume elements
on a manifold M under C°°-automorphisms of M. If ep is such an orientation
preserving automorphism of M onto itself a volume element t is transformed
into another volume element ep*x such that

f

eb*x= \ x

J<KS)

Js

for S c M.

Any two volume elements x,er which can be transformed into each other in this
manner will be called equivalent: x ~ a. Clearly, if x ~ o then their total volume

Jm

Jm

is invariant under such an automorphism. The statement to be proven asserts
that their total volume is the only invariant.

Theorem.

// t, er are any two volume elements on a compact,

connected

manifold then
Received by the editors December 21, 1964.
(i) This work has been supported by the contract NONR-285 (46).
(2) Originally our statement referred to «-forms on orientable manifolds only. Professor
Calabi kindly pointed out that the result could be extended to nonorientable manifolds if one
uses the concept of "odd" forms which was introduced by de Rham, Variétés différentiables,
§5. Such «-forms of odd kind are characterized by the property that they multiply by | / | under
coordinate transformation when J denotes the Jacobian of the transformation.
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a ~ Xx
where X is the constant

Jm

I Jm

Here it is understood that the automorphism cb of M which takes a into Xx is
in C .
The above statement could be formulated somewhat more generally : Consider
two manifolds M, JV with volume elements t,ct and assume that M,N can be
mapped onto each other by a differentiable homeomorphism c/>:M->JV. If

J>J>
JM

Jn

then there exists a differentiable homeomorphism of M onto JV taking also x
into a. This problem was raised by R. Palais in a conversation which gave rise

to this note.
The proof which follows is quite elementary. It provides the construction of an
orientation preserving automorphism homotopic to the identity.
This will be done by reducing the theorem to a local statement where / differs
from 1 in one coordinate patch only. The construction of a difteomorphism in
this case can be given by simple integration.
2. To reduce the problem we observe that it suffices to prove the theorem for
any two volume elements x,a =fx for which

(2)

|/-!|<£

where e is any preassigned positive number. Namely, setting

a, =f'x

for 0 ^ t S 1

it would follow that
o> ~ const ov
whenever |r* —t' | < Ô is sufficiently small, e.g. <5= log (1 + e)/max | log/|.
Hence in finitely many steps one obtains that a = at~ ccr0 = ex where c is some
positive constant. Of course, we can always assume that this constant is normalized to one, i.e. we shall from now on assume

f o = \ x = l.

Jm

j m

By a similar continuation argument we shall reduce the theorem to a local one.
For this purpose let the manifold M be covered by open sets U0, Uy,---,Um which
can be mapped one to one onto the unit cube
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(v = l,-..,n)

of the Euclidean space.
Lemma 1. If g is a continuous function

on M which satisfies

J M

Then there exists a decomposition

of g into
m

(3)

g = j I= o gj

where gj has support in U¡ and satisfies

(4)
Moreover,

jgß
\gj\zic

sup|g|

= 0.

where c depends on M and the covering only. If

geCr so is gj e C,
This lemma allows us to reduce the proof of the theorem to a function / which
differs from 1 in one patch U¡ only. Namely, applying Lemma 1 to g =/— 1, we

interpolate 1 and / by

/(r;p) = l+

I tjgj;
j

peM,

where t = (i0,tu—,t„j ranges over Og/yg 1. For / = (0,-..,0) one has/(r,p) = l
and for t = (1,-.,1) the function/(f,p)
agrees with the given function/. For all
values of t the total volume is fixed and equal to one. Finally, we choose in (2)
£<(w + l)"^-1
so that

/> 1 -(m + l)ce>0.
We can connect the two corners í = (0, •••,0) and f-=(l,—,l)
of the cube
0 ^ tj z%1 by going along (m + 1) edges. If t', t" represent the endpoints of such
an edge one sees that

f(t',P)-f(t',p)
has support in one patch, say Uj. Hence if

<rt=f(.t,p)t
one sees that

o> = hert.
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where

h=

f(t",P)
f(t',P)

is different from 1 in Uj only. If the equivalence of such volume elements is shown
it follows that oy ~ at, and successively a ~ x. Therefore it suffices to show the
equivalence oft and a =fx in case/— 1 has support in one coordinate patch only.
This can be expressed in coordinates as follows:

Lemma 2. Let
x = g(x)dx,

o = h(x)dx,

be two volume elements in the unit cube QczR" in Q, where g, h are positive
functions for which g — h has support inside Q. If

Jgdx = i hdx
Q

then there exists a coordinate

Jq

transformation

y = u(x)
which maps the unit cube one to one onto itself such that

(5)

g(u(x)) detwx = «(x)

or

g(y)dy = h(x) dx
and such that u(x) = x near the boundary

of Q.

Thus the theorem is reduced to the proof of the two lemmata, which we present
now.
3. To prove Lemma 1 we shall make use of a partition of unity cbj 2: 0, where
each function cbj has support in Uj. Clearly gcbj will also have support in Uj but
the condition (4) requires special attention. Since M is connected, the Uj can
always be ordered in such a manner that for every fe= 1,—,m the patch Uk
intersects Uy <*!/,-. We pick an integer p(fe) < fe such that

(6)

uknup(k)

is not empty. We introduce the matrix a = (<xJk)by

f
1
ajk = "j - 1
L

0

for j = fe,
for J = P(fe)>
otherwise for 0 ^ j ^ m, i^k^m.
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Each of the m columns contains exactly one pair + 1, — 1 so that

(7)

Z «jk= 0.

j =o

To construct the functions gj we need functions nk ik = l,---,m)
in the open set described by (6) and such that

with support

J»*»Such functions can always be found. Then the gj of Lemma 1 can be represented
in the form

gj = g<i>j
- S h<Xj,
kflk*=i
We verify that the g¡ satisfy all requirements if the Xy, ---,Xmare chosen appropriately. On account of (7) the gs add up to g. Moreover, for a given j we have
<xJk7e 0 only if k = j or p(k) = j and for those k the support of nk lies in

uk n up(k)c Uj
which shows that also g¡ has support in U¡. Finally, to satisfy (4) we determine
the Xy,---,Xm from the resulting m + l equations

k= l

'■jk
Kh

J M

g<t>f-

On account of (7) and

J M

y = 0 JM

gyp
ft = 0

the first equation (j = 0) is redundant. The other m equations are uniquely solvable
since the rank of a is m. The additional statement of the lemma is immediate
from this construction and the proof of Lemma 1 is complete.
The above construction has an interpretation in graph theory : One may interpret
Uj as nodes of a graph connecting Uj and Uk by a branch Uj C\Uk = DJk if this
set is nonempty. The graph so obtained is connected since M is. The above
matrix ajk corresponds to the incidence matrix of a maximal tree in this graph.
It is well known that such a tree has m branches if the graph has m+l nodes.
Finally we prove Lemma 2 and solve the differential equation (5). To avoid the
nonlinear character of the equation we represent u in the form w"'o»
with
z = v(x),

z = w(y),

where v, w satisfy
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det vx = ch(x); det wy= cg(y).

Clearly this implies that u = w-1 o v satisfies (5). In order that u(x) = x near 8Q
we shall arrange it so that v(x) = w(x) near the boundary of Q.
We shall give the construction for h and find v(x) in the special form
ZV = UV(X1,-",XV),

v-1,—,»,

and so that the faces of the cube are preserved, i.e. that
vv(xy,---,xv-y,e)

= e

for £ = 0,1.

Without loss of generality we can assume that c = 1 and then we see from (8)
that the requirement for vv is

IÎ£ - *■

v=l

°XV

For this purpose we factor h = h(xy,---,x„) into
ch(x)

=

[]

nv(xi,-.,xv)

v= l

such that

i
I

«v(*i»-"»*v-i,

0 dt = 1.

This is possible and in a unique way as one sees by induction with respect to n.

One has

K(X)=KX) I j
It suffices to find a transformation
requires the solution of

h(Xy,-,X„-y,t) dt.
v for one of the above factors, say hp. This

detvx = hp(xy,--,xp)

which is given explicitely by
vv = xv for vïp;

vp = \

Jo

hp(xy,---,xp.y,

t) dt.

Clearly, this mapping takes g onto itself. One verifies from the construction:
if g — h has its support in D c Q then the corresponding solutions v, w agree
outside any cube containing D. Hence u = w~1ot; has all desired properties.
Incidentally, if h is in C so is v in C but not necessarily in C+1. This proves
Lemma 2 and thus the above theorem.

4. We sketch an alternate proof of the above theorem which also leads to an
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analogous statement for closed 2-forms. In this proof we shall require Hodge's
decomposition theorem for forms on Riemannian manifolds : Every closed p-form
co can be represented in the form

(9)

o) = da + h

where n is a harmonic p-form and a some (p — l)-form. In order to make the
choice of a unique we shall require that a = oß with some p-form ß. Moreover,
the harmonic form n vanishes if and only if all periods of co are zero.
The above normalization of a requires a metric on the manifold which we
introduce in an arbitrary manner. The concept of a harmonic form and the differential operator 5 depends on the choice of this metric(3).
We formulate the following statement at once for n-forms and for 2-forms of
odd kind. We call a 2-form nondegenerate if co Aco A ••• f\a> = oom= 0 where
the dimension of the manifold n = 2m is even.

Theorem 2. Let xt be a family of closed 2- or n-forms of odd kind which are
nondegenerate for 0 z%t 5= 1 and with fixed periods, i.e.

for every 2- or n-dimensional

cycle c on M. Then there exists an automorphism

ept

such that

(10)

ebfx,= t0

and ep0 is the identity

mapping.

Proof. Instead of determining the mapping ep, directly we first shall find a
vectorfield u, on M from which we shall recover by solving the ordinary differential
equation(4)

(11)

— ep, = u, o ep,.

This has the advantage that u, is obtained from linear equations while eptsatisfies
some nonlinear equations.
To derive the condition for u, we differentiate the equation (10) with respect to t
and use the following formula:

4- iepfco)
= eb,*{idco)
_Ju, + dimJ«,)}
(3) For the definition of 6 and the above decomposition theorem we refer again to de
Rham's book, in particular, Theorem 25, p. 168.
(t) In the language of fluid dynamics this representation corresponds to the use of Euler
coordinates instead of Lagrange coordinates.
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where co _] u denotes the inner product of a differential co and a vectorfield u(5).
Hence if we denote (d¡dt)xt by i, we find from (10)

(12)

0 - A {<b*xt)
= <b?{it+ d(xtJ ii,)}

since dxt = 0 by assumption.
Applying the decomposition (9) to co = x, we have

x, = da, + ht.
Since we assumed that the periods of x, were independent of t, those of t, are zero

and hence h, = 0. Thus
x, = da,
and the form a, is uniquely determined by the normalisation described above.
The vectorfield «f will now be determined from the linear equation

x, J u, = - a,
which defines u, uniquely since x, was assumed to be nondegenerate.
this we write the inner product in coordinate representation:

To show

For
H

x,=

Z

au(x)dxkdxl

or a(x)dxy-dxn

k,l = l

with akl + alk = 0 and a vectorfield

V

"' = L

k=l

d

Uk ï)T
axk

one has
x,_\u,=

n

n

Z

aklukdxt or a(x) Z

It,1 = 1

(— l)k~1ukdxy-dxk---dxn.

k= l

In both cases the nondegeneracy ensures that the coefficients of u, are uniquely
determined by the coefficients of a,. At this point it is crucial that the form a,
has n components which occurs for 1- and (n — l)-forms only. For this reason
the above theorem holds only for 2- and n-forms xt.
Having determined u, we solve the differential equation (11)—which presents
no difficulty on a compact manifold. The solution cb, satisfies equation (12) which
after integration leads to the statement (10) of the theorem.
(5) See for example, S. Sternberg, Lectures on differential geometry, Prentice-Hall,

p. 22; the above formula can be found on p. 102 (formula (1.9)) of this book.
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The statement concerning 2-forms was also suggested by R. Palais. Unfortunately it seems very difficult to decide when two 2-forms which are closed,
belong to the same cohomology class and are nondegenerate can be deformed
homotopically into each other within the class of these differential forms. If the
last condition of nondegeneracy were dropped this is no problem since every
2-form can be connected to the unique harmonic form which lies in the same
cohomology class.

Namely, if
x = da + h
the deformation

is provided by

x, = Ida. + h

(0 = í = 1).

Then dx, = 0, x, belongs to a fixed cohomology class, but the nondegeneracy
condition cannot be ensured.
Even for the simple example of the n-dimensional complex projective space
P" this problem could not be decided by us. If one represents the space by n + 1
complex coordinates z0,Zy,---,zn satisfying

I N2 = i
k=0

and identifying all vectors e'\z0,---,zA
erate real 2-form

for different real a one has the nondegen-

x= — Z
Zi

dzkdzk

k=0

on P" (considered as 2n-dimensional real manifold). But for n
decided whether every closed and nondegenerate 2— form on
Xx. This seems to be a difficult topological problem.
Finally we mention that this second approach leads to a
proof of Darboux's theorem(6) about a local normal form

> 2 it has not been
P" is equivalent to

particularly simple
for nondegenerate

closed 2 forms.
New York University,
New York, New York

(6) See, for example, S- Sternberg's book, quoted above, on p. 140, Theorem 6.1.
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